The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia is a large, diverse country in East Africa with a population of approximately 100 million people – over forty-five percent of which are children.¹

Within the SDG context of “leave no one behind,” there exists an opportunity, and a pressing obligation, to support better outcomes for children. Fostering a thriving data ecosystem – in which the right data are in the right hands at the right time to impact decisions – can drive better results for the children of Ethiopia.⁴

In pursuit of this goal, UNICEF Ethiopia commissioned a data landscape diagnostic and strategic action plan from August-December 2018. This work examined the Ethiopia data for children ecosystem through the lens of data demand, supply, and use. Research included desk research and key informant interviews with thirty-four UNICEF, government, and civil society representatives in Addis Ababa and Amhara Region.

This process identified data quality as the most significant challenge facing the Ethiopia data for children ecosystem. In what follows, we highlight key factors that contribute to poor data quality, as well as opportunities for addressing quality concerns.
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KEY FINDINGS

Trust in data quality – its accuracy, availability, and completeness – is a determining factor in whether data is useful and used to make policy decisions. Poor data quality constrains the ability of development actors to reach the most vulnerable, limits the usefulness of data for measuring achievements against national and global goals, and ultimately erodes confidence in evidence-based policy.

Increasing the quality of government data should be the top ecosystem priority for the Federal Government of Ethiopia and development partners, with a particular focus on administrative data. In what follows, key challenges impeding quality data are elaborated.

DATA DEMAND:

AWARENESS OF DATA FOR CHILDREN

The Federal Government of Ethiopia and other development actors have made significant investments in child-relevant priorities, including the establishment of a Ministry for Women and Children Affairs (MoWCA). However, interviews and recent programming suggest that demand for gender- or age-disaggregated data remains limited. Limited demand may contribute to the paucity of data disaggregated by age, gender, wealth, and location within national surveys and sectoral information systems. Disaggregated data are critical for efficient, targeted policies and programmes to reach Ethiopia’s most vulnerable children. But if policymakers – ministers and elected officials – do not request such data, there may be little incentive to invest in producing such data.

There was also a concern that government budget allocations for data and information systems are inadequate to support quality data. This funding gap may indicate a lack of understanding of human and technological resource needs for data collection, management, and analysis. It may also signal a dependency on development partner assistance, or limited value placed on data for decision-making. Providing additional funding for technological and human resource capacities may address data availability in the short-term. However, additional efforts to strengthen government awareness of and demand for child-relevant data are needed to ensure the long-term sustainability of technical and human capital investments.

... political leaders give less attention to data and statistics. Because of this lack of attention and commitment, less government resources [are] allocated... though producing and generating quality and sustainable data and statistics requires a tremendous amount of resource[s].

- Interviewee

DATA SUPPLY:

IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA POLICIES

Ethiopia’s federated government structure, combined with fragmented roles and responsibilities between national level agencies, has contributed to disconnected data systems and resources. Infrastructure limitations at subnational levels, and uneven policies for sharing data across ministries and administrative levels, also impede data access. This poses a significant challenge for cross-sectoral workstreams such as child protection, and non-custodial agencies such as MoWCA.

Further, the Central Statistical Authority does not have a mandate for data production and quality standard enforcement mechanisms within the National Statistical System. Some ministries, departments, and agencies (MDAs) are guided by separate legislation regarding statistical data production. As a result, discrepancies in methodologies and measurement formats persist, as do concerns about data accuracy.

According to the Ministry of Education, school enrollment at primary level is 97 percent. But [Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs] has reported 23 percent child labor participation. How can that be?

“...I submit my assessment results... But then the federal government says, ‘This is not a good look for Ethiopia; it’s too high. We might say this is your result, but we're going to cut it in half.’”

DATA SUPPLY AND DATA USE: ACCOUNTABILITIES AND INCENTIVES

Developing a culture of data use requires the existence of expectations and processes that facilitate or necessitate data. The Federal Government of Ethiopia has such policies in place, in the form of medium-term development plans. These plans are linked with national economic and human development goals and monitored by the Planning and Development Commission.

While this provides an avenue for government-to-government accountability, the contents of progress reviews are not publicly available. Information that is shared typically relates to high-level macroeconomic targets – which may limit MDA incentives for achieving progress against human development goals. Further, government focus on achieving economic and development milestones may come at the expense of reporting facts. There is a strong link between political legitimacy, economic growth, and poverty alleviation. The government is also the sole legal source of data and statistics. Taken together, these factors may incentivise inaccurate reporting, if data run counter to narratives or progress.

“...’This is not a good look for Ethiopia; it’s too high. We might say this is your result, but we're going to cut it in half.’”

RECOMMENDATIONS

Across the Ethiopia data for children ecosystem, new and emerging opportunities for increasing data quality also exist. These include the rollout of a national civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) system, as well as policy and advocacy initiatives.
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DATA SUPPLY AND DATA USE:
CIVIL REGISTRATION AND VITAL STATISTICS

A potential lever for increasing data quality is leveraging the Government of Ethiopia’s rollout of CRVS data to validate information from administrative data systems. Interoperability – the sharing of data across systems, through the use of a unique identifier – could be an inexpensive, sustainable means to increase administrative data quality. Such interoperability can facilitate one-to-one matching of individual profiles across systems, reducing data duplication and inconsistencies.

Regarding administrative data, in comparison with official statistics... its wide availability and relatively cheap cost of data collection can be taken as a strength. Regarding official statistics... its reliability, quality, specificity, and application can be taken as a strength.

– Interviewee

Achieving this would require near-complete CRVS coverage, and the ability to interface between government systems. However, CRVS registration and coverage are not yet universal due to procedural and technological barriers. At time of writing, there were efforts underway to connect health and CRVS systems, and preliminary efforts to connect CRVS with EMIS and the social protection system.

Moving forward, the Government of Ethiopia, UNICEF, and other development actors should seek to accelerate CRVS coverage and interfaces between government data systems. Such efforts should include a stocktaking of progress and lessons learned, evaluated against the guidance provided by the African Programme for the Accelerated Improvement of CRVS.

DATA DEMAND, DATA SUPPLY, AND DATA USE:
ADVOCACY FOR DATA FOR CHILDREN

Ongoing awareness-raising and policy advocacy can also support an increased demand for – and supply of – data for children. Advocacy should include legislative branches at federal and regional levels to underscore the link between data for children, child-centred policies, and economic growth. In particular, data related to child protection was identified as a key gap in the national ecosystem.

Advocacy should also include making the case to political officials for adequate data system budgets – investments in technological, infrastructure, and human capabilities at all administrative levels. Different legislative and MDA staff roles will have different capacity needs, based on decision space. However, all should have a basic awareness of data uses, system functionalities, and programmatic needs.

A big barrier to data use is political culture. Data are not used, and [so] there is no infrastructure to support use.

– Interviewee
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DATA DEMAND AND DATA SUPPLY: CIVIL REGISTRATION AND VITAL STATISTICS

Finally, there is a need – and an opportunity – for the Government of Ethiopia to harmonise data production, quality, and sharing policies within the National Statistical System, and between relevant agencies. The Central Statistical Agency does not have a legal mandate to access or oversee data produced by MDAs. Similarly, the MoWCA does not have the mandate to “demand” child-relevant data from custodial agencies, and data sharing between administrative levels can also pose a challenge.

Multi-sectoral [priorities are] really hard...There are many roles in many ministries and really mixed capacities, competing mandates, and varying levels of prioritization. All of these factors lead to gaps.

“ – Interviewee

CONCLUSION

The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia has achieved significant progress toward realising national and global development goals. Yet achieving inclusive, sustainable progress for children remains a challenge. The coming decade – leading up to the completion of the SDGs in 2030 – will be crucial for improving outcomes for the children of Ethiopia.

As approximately 70% of Ethiopia’s SDG data will be sourced from administrative data systems – across child-relevant sectors – ensuring that appropriate legal and policy frameworks for data sharing are critical for supporting data quality and use.

Effective use of data is needed to help track results for children, and shape those results with better insights about what is working, and where children are being left behind. For UNICEF to support better child outcomes, an ambitious partnership is needed with the Federal Government of Ethiopia in taking a proactive ecosystem-wide approach to improving data quality, fostering demand, and supporting use.

Fostering a strong and sustainable data ecosystem can lead to better outcomes, by providing a more robust evidence-base for policy and programmes. In particular, a focus on addressing data quality challenges by leveraging CRVS implementation and continued advocacy can increase trust in, and use of, data and evidence.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBLEM</th>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCREASE</strong> work to accelerate CRVS coverage, and interfaces between government data systems</td>
<td>Data quality, interoperability, and accountability issues limit the demand, supply, and use of data for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCREASE</strong> awareness-raising and advocacy for data for children</td>
<td>Data for children are not prioritized because data are not used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCREASE</strong> work to harmonize data production, quality, and sharing policies</td>
<td>The National Statistical System and broader government do not have harmonized data policy or legal framework, leading to fragmentation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leverage Ethiopia’s rollout of CRVS to validate information from administrative data systems.

Evaluate progress and lessons learned against African Programme for the Accelerated Improvement of CRVS.

Underscore the link between data for children, child-centred policies, and economic growth.

Advocate for adequate data system budgets.

Engage with both federal and local actors to ensure all have basic awareness of data uses, system functionalities, and programmatic needs.

Develop legal and policy frameworks for that support harmonized data production, quality assurance, and sharing.
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